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This is the o�cial document summarizing the key terms of the creation of XDB
CHAIN.

XDB CHAIN stands for the technology “empowering brands and the consumers
of tomorrow”.
This document constitutes intellectual property of XDBee Labs LTD and it is
intended to be distributed as an o�cial document referenced by XDB CHAIN
o�cial social media channels. This document has been written and produced in
its original version

Legal Disclaimer

Introduction
This legal disclaimer is integral to the XDB CHAIN Whitepaper ("Whitepaper"). It
outlines the terms governing the relationship between users ("Users"), including
potential investors or participants, and the XDB Labs LTD, its a�liates, team
members, and associated entities ("Company"). Accessing, reading, or using the
Whitepaper implies acceptance of these terms. If not in agreement, Users should
refrain from further engagement with the Whitepaper.

No O�er or Solicitation
The Whitepaper serves solely for information and is not an o�er or solicitation to
sell, buy, or invest in tokens, securities, or financial instruments. It is not a
prospectus or financial service document and should not be the basis for any
contractual or investment decisions. XDB tokens are utility tokens for accessing
XDB CHAIN-based products and are neither securities nor financial instruments
as defined in the US Securities Act (1933) or EU Directive 2014/65. They do not
confer rights typically associated with securities, such as profit distribution or
voting rights. While tradable, they are not designed for speculative profit-making.
This Whitepaper is not a comprehensive guide to XDB tokens and should not be
the sole source for investment decisions.

No Investment Advice
The Whitepaper does not o�er investment advice. Users should independently
research, consult professionals, and make informed decisions regarding any
investment or participation in the XDB CHAIN project.
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Risks and Uncertainties
Participation in XDB CHAIN is subject to risks, including but not limited to:
- Regulatory Risks: Legal changes impacting cryptocurrencies could adversely
a�ect the project and its users.
- Market Risks: Token and cryptocurrency values are volatile and subject to
market dynamics.
- Technology Risks: The reliance on blockchain and emerging technologies could
pose risks of technical failures.
- Project Development Risks: Unforeseen circumstances could hinder the
project's progression.
- Liquidity Risks: Limited liquidity could a�ect the trading of XDB Tokens.
- Third-Party Risks: Dependence on external platforms or technologies might lead
to operational disruptions.

No Liability
The Company disclaims liability for any direct or indirect losses incurred in
connection with the Whitepaper or related investment decisions. It makes no
guarantees regarding the outcomes of actions based on the Whitepaper.

No Warranties
The Whitepaper and XDB CHAIN are provided "as is" without any warranties,
including merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.

Severability
Should any disclaimer provision be deemed invalid or unenforceable, it will be
modified to retain validity, without a�ecting the remainder of the disclaimer.

No Waiver
The Company’s failure to enforce any rights or provisions here does not
constitute a waiver of such rights or provisions.

Amendments
The Company may amend this disclaimer without notice. Users are responsible
for staying informed of changes, with continued use of the Whitepaper implying
acceptance of these amendments.
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Users bear sole responsibility for understanding and assuming the risks
associated with their involvement in the XDB CHAIN Project.
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1. Introduction

The XDB CHAIN project embarks on its journey with a robust foundation, characterized
by a dynamic established ecosystem and an engaged community, demonstrating proven
utility and potential for expansive growth.
This is driven by the core principle "Execute First, Announce Next: Our Commitment to
Integrity".
This whitepaper outlines the key performance indicators (KPIs) that serve as a testament
to the project's initial success and its promising future. Here's a breakdown of the most
relevant jump-start achieved KPIs:

KPIs Quantity

Active Wallets 50,000+ addresses

Global Community 100,000+ members

Integrations 1 Custodians
6 Exchanges
2 Payment Processors
6 Merchants

Brands Outreach 65+ million users
800+ million mobile downloads

Reversed Tokenomics Burned 1+ Billion XDB
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Here’s a comprehensive explanation:

1. Active Wallet Addresses: The XDB Chain has successfully garnered over 50,000 active
wallet addresses. This milestone reflects not only the growing interest in the project but
also the active participation of users within the ecosystem. The number of wallet
addresses is a direct indicator of the network's health and user engagement.

2. Global Community: The project prides itself on its expansive community, having
attracted over 100,000 members worldwide. This global community is a mix of
enthusiasts, developers, investors, and believers in the potential of the XDB Chain. The
diversity and size of the community are crucial for the dissemination of ideas, feedback,
and the overall growth of the project.

3. Established Integrations: The XDB Chain has already established significant
integrations with key players in the digital asset space. This includes partnerships and
collaborations with custodians, exchanges, merchants, and payment processors. These
integrations are vital for ensuring the accessibility and utility of the XDB Chain, making it
a more attractive option for users and investors alike.

4. Branded Coins (BCO): Demonstrating its innovative approach and commitment to
growth, the XDB Chain has announced 2 Blockchain Collaborative O�erings (BCOs).
These o�erings represent strategic initiatives that are designed to leverage blockchain
technology for collaborative and mutual benefits among participating entities. They
aggregate 65 million + users with 800+ million mobile download

5. Reversed Tokenomics: The XDB CHAIN has burned 1+ Billion XDB by embracing a
reversed tokenomics model, starting with a 20 billion token supply. It aims to halve the
supply to 10 billion, aligning with on-chain utility growth and consumer adoption. This
strategy, contrasting traditional models, creates token scarcity with connection to
product usage, reflecting confidence in the project's future growth and widespread
adoption.

These KPIs collectively highlight the initial achievements of the XDB CHAIN and set the
stage for its future developments. The project is not just about the technology it brings
but also about the community it builds and the partnerships it fosters. With these solid
foundations, the XDB CHAIN is poised to make significant strides in the blockchain space
starting with an independent view and roadmap.
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2. Problem Statement
Challenges in Current Brand-Consumer Ecosystems

In today's dynamic market, brands and consumers are navigating an increasingly
complex ecosystem. Despite advancements in technology and marketing strategies,
several critical challenges persist, undermining the e�ectiveness of loyalty and
engagement models.

● Lack of Trust: Trust is the cornerstone of any brand-consumer relationship.
However, traditional loyalty systems often su�er from transparency issues,
leading to skepticism among consumers about the authenticity of the brands'
commitments and the real value of rewards o�ered.

● Ine�cient Reward Systems: Many loyalty programs fail to engage consumers
meaningfully. The rewards are either not su�ciently enticing or are perceived as
unattainable. This ine�ciency leads to low participation rates and a lack of
genuine loyalty towards the brand.

● Fragmented Customer Experiences: Consumers today interact with brands across
various digital and physical platforms. Unfortunately, these interactions are often
disjointed, leading to a fragmented customer experience that fails to create a
cohesive brand image or foster lasting consumer relationships.

● Security Concerns: With the rise of digital transactions, concerns about data
security and privacy in loyalty programs have escalated. Consumers are
increasingly wary of sharing personal information, fearing data breaches and
misuse.

These challenges highlight the need for a paradigm shift in how brands and consumers
engage and transact. An innovative approach is necessary to rebuild trust, streamline
rewards, unify customer experiences, and ensure transactional security.
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3. Enter the XDB CHAIN
A Blockchain-Based Solution engineered for Brands and Consumers

The XDB CHAIN presents a blockchain-powered ecosystem designed to address these
challenges head-on. By leveraging the intrinsic benefits of blockchain technology, the
XDB CHAIN aims to revolutionize the brand-consumer dynamic, fostering a more
trustworthy, engaging, and secure environment for all stakeholders involved.

The XDB CHAIN represents a specialized evolution within the blockchain space, having
originated as a fork of the Stellar blockchain. This development marks a significant
divergence, as the XDB CHAIN operates on a dedicated, independent infrastructure,
distinct from its Stellar origins. Key to its identity is the minting of its native coin, XDB,
which is accompanied by its own unique passphrase. This aspect underscores the chain's
autonomy and marks a clear departure from any reliance on Stellar's tokenomics or
infrastructure.

The independence of the XDB CHAIN is further reinforced by its dedicated development
team. Composed of skilled developers, this team is committed to advancing the XDB
CHAIN’s core technology. Their focus is not influenced or constrained by the
development trajectory of the Stellar project. This allows the XDB CHAIN to chart its own
course in terms of technological advancements and strategic decisions.

The XDB CHAIN's approach to blockchain development is characterized by a
commitment to innovation and self-su�ciency.

The XDB CHAIN project draws inspiration from the modular scalability of the Stellar
blockchain and the initial concept of the Digitalbits blockchain, introducing key
improvements to both. These enhancements address specific needs and challenges in
the blockchain domain, making the XDB CHAIN a distinctive and innovative platform.
The main improvements include:

● Emphasis on Transparency and User Experience for Organizations: The XDB
CHAIN is tailored for organizations that seek to integrate transparency and
simplicity into their web3 user experiences. Recognizing that the adoption of
blockchain technology can be daunting due to its complexity, the XDB CHAIN
focuses on making the transition to web3 as seamless as possible. Its design
prioritizes intuitive interfaces and straightforward processes, making it accessible
even to those with limited technical expertise. This approach ensures that
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organizations can leverage the benefits of blockchain technology, such as
enhanced security and transparency, without sacrificing user experience.

● Well-Defined Incentive Mechanism: A key improvement in the XDB CHAIN is the
establishment of a clear incentive mechanism that outlines the benefits for all
stakeholders in adopting this technology. This mechanism is designed to align the
interests of various participants, including developers, businesses, and end-users,
ensuring that each group understands and receives tangible benefits from their
involvement with the XDB CHAIN. This could include rewards for network
participation, transaction fee reductions, or other incentives that encourage active
engagement and investment in the ecosystem.

● Clear Tokenomics: The XDB CHAIN introduces well-defined tokenomics, providing
clarity on aspects such as token distribution, supply mechanisms, and usage. This
clarity is crucial in building trust and stability within the ecosystem. Clear
tokenomics ensure that stakeholders have a comprehensive understanding of the
value, utility, and potential growth of the XDB native coin, fostering a sense of
security and long-term investment.

● Thriving Community: Recognizing the importance of community in the success of
any blockchain project, the XDB CHAIN places a strong emphasis on building and
nurturing a thriving community. This community-centric approach involves
engaging with users, developers, and organizations to foster collaboration,
innovation, and support. By cultivating a robust and active community, the XDB
CHAIN ensures a constant flow of ideas, feedback, and participation, which are
vital for the continuous growth and improvement of the platform.

By forking from Stellar and establishing its own infrastructure and tokenomics, the XDB
CHAIN has positioned itself as a standalone entity in the blockchain ecosystem. Its
development team plays a crucial role in this, ensuring continuous growth and
adaptation to the evolving needs of the blockchain community and market demands.

In essence, the XDB CHAIN is a testament to the dynamic nature of blockchain
technology, where forks can lead to the creation of entirely new and self-sustained
ecosystems. Its journey from a Stellar fork to an independent platform with its unique
coin, infrastructure, and development path exemplifies the versatility and innovation
potential inherent in blockchain technology.

In summary, the XDB CHAIN brings significant enhancements to the foundational
concepts of the Stellar blockchain. Its focus on user-friendly transparency, a well-defined
incentive mechanism, clear tokenomics, and a thriving community makes it a compelling
and forward-thinking solution in the blockchain space, especially for organizations
looking to embrace web3 technologies.
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4. Vision and Solution
Transforming Brand-Consumer Interactions with the XDB CHAIN. Building a
Transparent and E�cient Ecosystem

At the core of the XDB CHAIN's vision is the transformation of the brand-consumer
ecosystem. Our aim is to establish a system where transparency, e�ciency, and security
are not just ideals but everyday realities. The XDB CHAIN leverages the power of
blockchain technology to bring this vision to life.

Core principles are:

● Decentralization for Enhanced Trust: By utilizing a decentralized framework, the
XDB CHAIN eliminates the need for intermediaries. This not only reduces potential
points of failure and bias but also significantly enhances the trust between brands
and consumers. In a decentralized system, transactions and interactions are
transparent and verifiable by all parties, fostering a new level of confidence in
loyalty programs.

● Immutability for Reliable Engagement: Blockchain's immutable nature ensures
that once a transaction or a record is made, it cannot be altered or deleted. This
immutability guarantees the authenticity of consumer actions and brand rewards,
making the entire engagement process more reliable and appealing.

● Seamless Integration Across Platforms: The XDB CHAIN is designed to provide a
unified experience across various digital and physical touchpoints. By integrating
with di�erent platforms, it enables a seamless and cohesive brand-consumer
interaction, significantly enhancing the overall customer experience.

● Prioritizing Security and Privacy: Recognizing the paramount importance of data
security, the XDB CHAIN employs advanced cryptographic techniques to protect
user data. This approach ensures the highest standards of privacy and security,
addressing prevalent concerns in digital transactions and data handling.

Envisioning a Future of Empowered Brand-Consumer Relationships

The XDB CHAIN is not just a technological innovation; it's a step towards a future where
brands and consumers engage in more meaningful, rewarding, and secure ways. By
harnessing the potential of blockchain, the XDB CHAIN aspires to rebuild the
brand-consumer relationship on foundations of trust, transparency, and mutual benefit.
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Project inception: How it has started

The XDB CHAIN Project, marking a new era in blockchain-based brand engagement, has
initiated its journey with a significant focus on community involvement and collaboration.
It has been announced that the first Branded Coins (BCO) is set to take place by Q1 2024
on XDB CHAIN. This forward-looking step is a cornerstone in the project's roadmap,
demonstrating its commitment to innovation and community-centric development.

In recognition of the foundational role played by the community of the former project,
Digitalbits, the XDB CHAIN Project has taken a commendable first step to reward those
active and collaborative members who have been instrumental in inspiring the creation
of XDB CHAIN. This action not only honors the legacy and contributions of the Digitalbits
community but also signifies the importance of community engagement and support in
the growth and evolution of the XDB CHAIN ecosystem.

Such a strategic move underlines the project's dedication to acknowledging and valuing
its roots, while paving the way for new advancements and developments in the realm of
blockchain technology and branded cryptocurrency o�erings.
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5. XDB CHAIN Consensus Protocol
Federated Byzantine Agreement (FBA): The Heart of XDB CHAIN’s Consensus
Mechanism

Introduction to the Energy and Sustainability Challenge in Blockchain.
The blockchain industry has faced significant scrutiny over energy consumption and
sustainability. Concerns about these issues have occasionally hampered blockchain
adoption by companies, with some firms critiquing blockchain technology for its energy
usage. Addressing these concerns is crucial for progressing toward mass blockchain
adoption.
Two key factors contribute most to a blockchain network’s energy consumption: the
nodes and the consensus mechanism. Typically, discussions in media outlets focus on
aspects like the Bitcoin blockchain's 'hash-rate' without considering the interplay
between nodes and consensus mechanisms. It is vital to address these topics collectively
to dispel general misconceptions about blockchain technology.
This section aims to explore the interrelated topics of nodes and consensus mechanisms
and their combined impact on energy consumption, economic incentives, and network
integrity.

Understanding the Federated Byzantine Agreement (FBA) Protocol

The XDB CHAIN employs the Federated Byzantine Agreement (FBA) protocol as its
consensus mechanism. Unlike Proof-of-Work (PoW) or Proof-of-Stake (PoS) mechanisms,
FBA o�ers a unique approach to achieving consensus in a blockchain network.

1. Nodes in FBA: In the FBA system, each node maintains a list of other nodes it
“trusts.” If node A trusts node B, node B can influence node A’s decisions, and vice
versa. This trust-based network ensures that transactions are validated by a
consensus of trusted nodes. For a transaction to be validated, a quorum of these
trusted nodes must agree on its legitimacy

2. Energy E�ciency: One of the most notable advantages of the FBA protocol is its
energy e�ciency. Unlike PoW mechanisms that require significant computational
power for mining, leading to substantial energy consumption, FBA networks
require minimal computational power. For instance, an XDB CHAIN node can
operate on a standard computing system, like an m5.large AWS instance.

3. Security and Integrity: FBA networks, like XDB CHAIN, maintain network integrity
and security not only through financial incentives but through the vested interests
of the ecosystem partners running the nodes. Partners, being integral to the
ecosystem, have a natural incentive to maintain network integrity and security.
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This approach reduces the need for energy-intensive processes while ensuring
robust security.

Key Advantages of FBA in XDB CHAIN

1. Transaction Speed: FBA's trust-based validation process allows for rapid
transaction verification, making the XDB CHAIN highly e�cient in processing
transactions.

2. Scalability: The FBA protocol enables e�ective scalability without the stringent
requirements of PoW or PoS systems. This flexibility ensures the XDB CHAIN can
adapt to growing demands without compromising e�ciency.

3. High Transaction Throughput: The XDB CHAIN demonstrates a high transaction
throughput, maintaining a robust Transactions Per Second (TPS) count,
significantly higher than many PoW and PoS chains. This high TPS also results in
much lower transaction fees.

4. Reduced Energy Consumption: The FBA protocol's minimal energy requirement
aligns with the XDB CHAIN’s commitment to environmental sustainability, making
it an eco-friendlier option compared to traditional PoW networks.

Conclusion: The Bigger Picture

While the FBA protocol is a critical technical component of the XDB CHAIN, it represents
just one element of a broader blockchain-based ecosystem. The XDB CHAIN's partners
and technological integrations work in tandem to enhance the blockchain platform,
delivering value to all ecosystem participants. Specifically, the FBA consensus
mechanism is particularly advantageous for large corporations, including Fortune 100
companies, that need to comply with carbon footprint commitments. The XDB CHAIN's
security and eco-friendliness are pivotal in aligning the interests of partners and brands
towards mass adoption.
Moreover, the high transaction speed and scalability of the XDB CHAIN bring direct
value to brands and consumers within the ecosystem. Lower transaction costs and a
consumer-centric approach make the XDB CHAIN a suitable enterprise-grade solution in
the blockchain space to leverage web3 interactions. Thus, while the technical aspects like
the FBA protocol are fascinating and critical, it's important to remember that they are
part of a larger ecosystem aimed at providing value to every participant, fueling
exponential growth and adoption.

In summary, the Federated Byzantine Agreement protocol is central to the XDB CHAIN,
o�ering a unique blend of energy e�ciency, scalability, and security. It stands as a
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testament to the XDB CHAIN’s commitment to sustainability and innovation, positioning
it as a leader in the blockchain industry, especially for large-scale, eco-conscious
corporate adopters

6. The XDB CHAIN Products
XDB Wallet (non custodial)

XDB Wallet has been released on both mobile and desktop platforms.
XDB Wallet, is of key importance to the XDB CHAIN ecosystem for several reasons,
particularly in ensuring seamless interaction for users and holders of the XDB native coin,
while also maintaining full privacy and avoiding personal data collection:

● Seamless Integration with XDB CHAIN: XDB Wallet is specifically designed to
work in harmony with the XDB CHAIN, providing users with an optimized
experience. This seamless integration ensures that transactions and interactions
on the chain are e�cient, smooth, and user-friendly.

● Ensuring User Privacy and Security: One of the core features of the XDB Wallet is
its commitment to user privacy and security. By design, the wallet does not collect
personal data, aligning with the increasing demand for privacy in the digital age.
This approach not only protects users' personal information but also builds trust
in the XDB CHAIN ecosystem.

● Enabling Decentralized Transactions: The wallet facilitates decentralized
transactions, which are a cornerstone of blockchain technology. Users can
perform transactions directly on the blockchain without the need for
intermediaries, thereby maintaining control over their funds and data.

● Empowering Users with Control Over Their Assets: XDB Wallet gives users
complete control over their XDB coins and other digital assets. This empowerment
is crucial in a decentralized ecosystem, where users are responsible for their own
asset management and security.

● Facilitating Broad Accessibility and Inclusivity: By providing a user-friendly
interface, XDB Wallet ensures that even those who are new to blockchain
technology can easily interact with the XDB CHAIN. This accessibility is key to
fostering broader adoption and inclusivity within the ecosystem.

● Supporting a Range of Transactions and Applications: XDB Wallet is designed to
support a wide range of transactions and applications on the XDB CHAIN. This
versatility makes it an essential tool for users to fully engage with the various
functionalities of the chain.
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● No Personal Data Collection by XDB CHAIN and XDBee Labs LTD: The
commitment to not collecting personal data aligns with the ethos of blockchain
technology – prioritizing user autonomy and privacy. This approach is particularly
important in building user trust and credibility in the XDB CHAIN ecosystem.

In summary, the XDB Wallet is a critical component of the XDB CHAIN ecosystem
development. Its emphasis on seamless integration, user privacy, and decentralized
control makes it an essential tool for users to interact with the XDB CHAIN, ensuring a
secure, private, and user-friendly experience.

XDB CHAIN Tools

Aggregating all tools and platforms within a single website, such as
https://xdbchain.com, which functions as the portal of the project, is crucial for several
reasons:

● Streamlined Access and User Convenience: Having a single point of access for
various tools and platforms significantly enhances user convenience. Users can
easily navigate and utilize di�erent functionalities without the need to switch
between multiple sites or applications. This approach makes the user experience
more streamlined and e�cient.

● Consistent Brand Experience: A unified website ensures a consistent brand
experience. Users interacting with di�erent tools and platforms within the same
environment will have a uniform experience, reinforcing the brand's identity and
values. Consistency across various touchpoints builds brand recognition and trust.

● Improved Flows and Analytics: With all tools and platforms integrated into one
website, user flows become more streamlined. It allows for better user experience
which always leverage web3 interactions where the wallet needs to be enabled for
user-specific actions. These insights can be used to improve services, tailor user
experiences, and make informed business decisions.

● Enhanced Security and Privacy Control: Centralizing tools and platforms in one
domain allows for more robust security measures. It simplifies the process of
securing data and maintaining privacy standards. Users can have greater
confidence in the security of their data and transactions.

● E�cient Resource Management: Managing a single website is more
resource-e�cient than maintaining multiple sites or platforms. This e�ciency
leads to reduced operational costs, easier updates and upgrades, and streamlined
support and maintenance.
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● Community Building and Engagement: A central website can foster a sense of
community among users. It can be a hub for user interaction, feedback, and
engagement with the brand. This community aspect can enhance customer
loyalty and provide valuable community-driven insights.

● Scalability and Flexibility: A unified website o�ers better scalability and flexibility.
As the project grows, new tools and functionalities can be added more seamlessly,
ensuring that the website evolves with the project's needs.

In summary, aggregating all tools and platforms within xdbchain.com as the project's
dashboard is pivotal for providing a seamless, secure, and e�cient user experience. It
supports consistent branding, e�ective data management, and community building, all
of which are essential for the project's success and growth.

7. Reversed Tokenomics
The XDB CHAIN introduces an innovative concept in cryptocurrency and blockchain
projects known as "reversed tokenomics." Unlike traditional tokenomics, which primarily
focuses on token distribution to stakeholders like seed investors and team members
through sales, airdrops, or rewards, reversed tokenomics emphasizes the strategic use of
tokens after they are reacquired through a buyback process. This approach, a departure
from traditional market strategies, involves funding buybacks through various means
such as transaction fees and operational profits.

At the core of this concept is the use of Branded Coins (BCOs). These blockchain-based
digital assets, backed by brands, are integral to the XDB CHAIN’s strategy. Each BCO
specifically defines and later will automate the buyback process, adhering to rules that
align with the project's goals and tokenomics design. This methodology not only
reinforces the project's commitment to build real word adoption and on-chain value
creation but also aligns with regulatory frameworks which always emphasize any element
of transparency and disclosures.

Reversed tokenomics serves multiple purposes, including reinvestment in project
development, fostering trust with investors through a transparent buyback policy, and
ensuring regulatory compliance. It represents a holistic approach, balancing token
distribution with strategic buybacks to achieve the project's objectives.

The uniqueness of the XDB CHAIN’s reversed tokenomics lies in the combination of
BCOs and the Buyback and Burn Mechanism (BBB). BCOs enhance brand engagement
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and tie the coin's value to real-world utility. The BBB mechanism, allocating up to 2.5% of
each new Branded Cryptocurrency for XDB coin buyback and burning, introduces a
deflationary element. This systematic reduction in supply aligns stakeholder interests,
creating a sustainable economic model.

The XDB CHAIN’s reversed tokenomics is deeply integrated with a vision to establish a
deflationary system grounded in real-world utility. It aims to reduce the XDB coin supply
from 20 billion to 10 billion, emphasizing community engagement. Starting with an
airdrop to the Digitalbits community with terms and disclosures, the approach valued
collaborative e�orts and community participation rewarding contributing and active
members.

Unlike conventional models, the XDB CHAIN employs a dynamic strategy where the
supply reduction is correlated with real-world utility and brand adoption. After reaching
the 10 billion threshold, the project will continue to buy back XDB coins for ongoing
development, demonstrating its adaptability to market dynamics.

This innovative approach, focusing on utility, community engagement, and a sustainable
deflationary model, di�erentiates the XDB CHAIN. It showcases the commitment to a
resilient, community-driven economic model, underpinning the platform's long-term
success.

The XDB CHAIN’s tokenomics strategy is two-fold. Initially, it aims to create scarcity and
enhance value by reducing the total XDB coin supply to 10 billion. Following this, the
project will transition to continuous growth, supporting the ecosystem through ongoing
XDB coin buybacks. This approach, integral to every BCO, ensures the project’s
dynamism and adaptability, reflecting a strategic plan for long-term viability.
XDB Token Disclosure metrics as follows

Token Disclosure Metrics Quantity

Max Supply 20,000,000,000 XDB

Burned Coins to date 1,025,629,981 XDB

Total Supply to date 18,974,370,019 XDB

Circulating Supply to date 18,974,370,019 XDB

Treasury Holdings 1,776,699,938 XDB
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Community Holdings 17,197,670,081

Target Total & Circulating
Supply through BBB

10,000,000,000 XDB

Treasury Coin Allocation %

Marketing & Partnerships 50%

R & D 25%

Team 15%

Reserve 10%

8. Roadmap
The roadmap for the XDB CHAIN outlines a progressive strategy focused on enhancing
incentive mechanisms for brands through the use of Branded Coins (BCOs). These BCOs
are uniquely connected to real-world products and are utilized by actual customers,
creating a robust cycle of engagement and growth. Here's a summarized view of this
roadmap:

1. Initial Deployment of BCOs: Introduce Branded Coins that are directly linked to specific
products and services o�ered by participating brands. This phase involves establishing
partnerships with brands interested in leveraging blockchain technology to enhance
customer engagement.

2. Integration with Real-World Products: Seamlessly integrate BCOs with real-world
products, enabling customers to use these coins in practical, everyday transactions. This
step is crucial for ensuring that BCOs have tangible value and utility in the market.

3. Enhancement of Incentive Structures: Develop and refine incentive mechanisms that
encourage both brands and customers to engage more deeply with BCOs. This could
include rewards for purchases, loyalty programs, or special promotions exclusive to BCO
users.
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4. Customer-Driven Growth: Leverage customer interactions and feedback to drive the
evolution of the BCO ecosystem. Customer usage patterns and preferences will inform
the ongoing development of incentive programs, ensuring they remain relevant and
appealing.

5. Expansion and Diversification: Gradually expand the range of products and services
linked to BCOs, attracting a broader customer base and diversifying the ecosystem. This
phase may involve exploring new market sectors or geographic regions.

6. Sustainable Ecosystem Development: Focus on creating a self-sustaining growth
engine where the increased use of BCOs by customers continually drives brand
engagement and vice versa. This interdependence between brands and customers is key
to long-term sustainability.

7. Continual Improvement and Innovation: Regularly assess and update the BCO
framework to incorporate new technological advancements, market trends, and
customer needs. This adaptive approach ensures the roadmap remains relevant and
e�ective in driving growth.

In summary, the XDB CHAIN's roadmap is designed to progressively enhance the
incentive mechanisms for brands using BCOs, with a strong focus on real-world
applications and customer engagement. This strategy aims to create a self-sustaining
growth engine, leveraging the synergy between products, incentives, and customer
interaction.
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